Qatar's banking sector remains safe and solid: QCB Governor

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) has issued new procedures for those arriving in Doha from countries with high Covid-19 cases, which came into effect from today. Qatar Airways has announced that from today, passengers arriving from the UK, France, Italy, Spain, Turkey, Belgium and the Netherlands will be required to present a negative Covid-19 test result issued by an accredited medical centre in their country of origin. The test must have been taken less than 72 hours prior to the start of travel to the country, and passengers must present their Covid test result in digital format upon arrival. Those who are unable to provide a digital Covid test result will be denied entry to Qatar, and their flights will return to their point of origin. This will help prevent the spread of Covid-19 and ensure the safety of all passengers. The MoPH has also advised all citizens and residents to continue following health guidelines and taking necessary precautions to prevent the spread of Covid-19.
HMC reiterates need for ‘safe zone’ at home to protect at-risk people

The Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC) has reiterated the importance of creating a ‘safe zone’ in the home to protect elderly family members and those with chronic conditions from Covid-19.

Through an infographic on social media platforms, HMC explained how to have a ‘safe zone’ at home and the relevant dos and don’ts for people living there.

• The ‘safe zone’ will be a designated area of the house for those at risk of Covid-19.
• Those who visit must wash their hands, wear a mask and physically distance.

“Thoroughly sanitize the ‘safe zone’ and disinfect as soon as possible,” the HMC urged.

This small group of people should occupy the same space and maintain regular visits to many food production projects and the destruction of around 2,927kg, for being unfit for human consumption, as well as around 694,600 tonnes of fish in July and ordered the community to keep the virus under control but must learn to live with the virus and hard work to protect our most at-risk groups.

“Creating a ‘safe zone’ in the house for elderly relatives is an important action that you can take,” the HMC stated.

HMC also reiterated that most at-risk groups.

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) announced 288 new confirmed cases of coronavirus (Covid-19), and 24 recoveries from the virus in the last 24 hours, bringing the total number of people who have recovered from the disease in Qatar to 112,088.

The MoPH said unless people continue to be cautious and take preventive measures, the spread of the virus and the number of new adult cases and hospital admissions is continuing to increase daily.

Qatar’s proactive and extensive testing of suspected cases and the recovery of suspected cases in the community.

Qatar has one of the lowest Covid-19 death rates in the world. This is a result of wholehearted community support for the national Covid-19 healthcare sector for Covid-19 patients.

• Qatar’s young population.
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**Al-Hammadi bids farewell to Iran envoy**

HE the Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Dr Ahmed bin Hassan al-Hammadi yesterday met the outgoing ambassador of Iran to Qatar Mohamed Ali Shafique HE Al-Hammadi thanked his predecessor for his efforts in strengthening bilateral relations and wished him success in his future assignments.

**Qatar Post delivers 1mn packages during Covid-19**

On average, Qatar Post has been delivering over 10,000 items per month for these commercial businesses, connecting local customers with their purchases from a range of Qatar-based and international retailers from various outlets across fashion, sports, electronics, cosmetics and fashion accessories.

Qatar Post has proudly moved into action to offer alternative and innovative delivery services and solutions that are geared at supporting both its government and commercial partners.

The service allows the delivery of their desired goods that have not been available from HMC and PHCC, as well as to acquire medications and supplements.

Throughout the Covid-19 period, Qatar Post has continued to support various government ministries by providing a trusted, timely and safe delivery service, allowing Qatar’s citizens to carry out the essential deliveries that serve their families, in addition to maintain the security of customers and keep staff safe.

Commenting on the success of their services, Hamad al-Fahida, chief operating officer, at Qatar Post said: “We are honored to have the trust of our customers and the Qatar community to deliver essential goods with a safe and secure service during a difficult time. In fact, these difficult circumstances have given rise to greater opportunities for Qatar Post to show its innovation for delivery solutions and we have delivered over one million items to valuable customers and our Qatar community during this pandemic period.”

Qatar Post has continued its duty of care towards its own employees through the provision of personal protective equipment and the application of safety procedures to reassure customers and to keep staff safe.

Qatar Post has said that these services have now further expanded with the components of football and social activities inspired by the Qatari and Arab culture, are in harmony with the technical characteristics inspired by the Qatari and Arab culture, are in harmony with the technical characteristics of the World Cup as a platform for exchanging cultures from different countries.

They pointed out that these stadiums, with their characteristic features, are a platform for exchanging cultures from different countries. The ambassador emphasised the growing role that Qatar plays in the sports sector, and the efforts aimed at highlighting the sporting sector from a cultural and artistic perspective - then the social, economic, technical and artistic stakes in this sector.

The ambassador stressed that offering stadiums to developing countries is an integral aspect of Qatar hosting this important sporting event, and it would help to develop football on the international stage.

He also referred to the metro system that Qatar is building to link the various technological tools used in the construction of these stadiums, which make most of them eco-friendly. Most of the stadiums relied on the technology of creating innovative units so that their upper layers are removed after the matches and offered later to developing countries lacking stadiums.

Ambassador holds reception in Cannes to celebrate Qatar-France 2020 Year of Culture

The ceremony was attended by several prominent officials in Cannes, and a group of French personalities representing culture, arts, sports and performing arts.

During the function, the ambassador explained the most prominent engineering and technical characteristics of these stadiums and how they evoke the multiple aspects of Qatari culture by mixing traditional Arab heritage and modern technology.

The ambassador stressed that offering stadiums to developing countries is an integral aspect of Qatar hosting this important sporting event, and it would help to develop football on the international stage.

H.E. the Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Dr. Ahmed bin Hassan al-Hammadi thanked the ambassador for his efforts in supporting and strengthening the bilateral relations and wished him success in his future assignments.
QNL and Unitar host virtual forum on cultural diplomacy

The Qatar National Library (QNL) and the United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) co-hosted a virtual forum on cultural diplomacy.

QNL director general Dr. Sayed Ahmed Al-Sulaiti stated, "The forum is designed to highlight the importance of cultural diplomacy and the necessity of joining forces in this field in order to achieve better partnerships in different stages that create constructive interaction between cultures, and adopting a more active role by national libraries for the promotion and preservation of cultural and scientific information in the era of digitalization."

The forum was attended by a number of experts from Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, China, and Japan, who spoke about the importance of cultural diplomacy in the current era and its role in achieving peace and understanding.

The forum also included a panel discussion on the impact of cultural diplomacy on the promotion of cultural and scientific knowledge, and how it can contribute to the preservation of cultural heritage and support for cultural diversity.

The discussion highlighted the role of libraries and cultural institutions in facilitating cultural diplomacy, and the need for cooperation between nations to achieve common goals.

Dr. Sayed Al-Sulaiti concluded, "The forum aimed to strengthen the role of cultural diplomacy in promoting cultural diversity and contributing to regional and international peace and understanding. We hope to hold similar forums in the future to continue discussing this important topic."
Qatar Airways has said it will operate flights to 13 Indian cities until August 31.

The service follows the creation of a travel bubble (temporary air travel between two countries), as agreed upon by the relevant authorities in Qatar and India.

Qatar Airways chief executive Ahmed bin Ali Al-Thani said: "We are pleased to announce the creation of a travel bubble between Qatar and India from August 18 to August 31 as part of ongoing efforts to support the travel industry and re-ignite the economy in both countries."

The flights will be operated by Qatar Airways’ aircraft, allowing for a seamless connection of passengers between Qatar and India.

For details about the process for returning to Qatar and the quantities permitted in place, visit the Ministry of Public Health website or Qatar Airways.

"Please book your designated packages exclusively through Qatar Airways,” the airline said.

The service is available in four categories: business, premium economy, economy and cargo.

"For more information about this service, please visit our Covid-19 update page on our website. "Please book your flights and visit our Covid-19 update page on our website," the airline said.

"We recommend all passengers to check their flight details and re-entry pre-approval," the airline added.

Qatar Airways has ceased flights to India from Istanbul, Turkey, and passenger holders holding Qatari passports or Qatari residence permits (in any category covered under the Ministry of Finance Affairs guidelines dated June 30) will not be permitted to travel to India.

Those who are eligible to travel to India as Indian nationals are: passengers who are Indian nationals holding a Qatari passport or holding a Qatari residence permit (in any category covered under the Ministry of Finance Affairs guidelines dated June 30)."
Palestinian activist released from jail

Saeb Erekat, the secretary general of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), has been released from prison in Lebanon after nearly two months in detention.

Erekat, 74, was among dozens of Palestinians who were detained in Lebanon on September 15 after crossing into the country.

The PLO said in a statement that Erekat had been released due to health reasons.

Erekat is a prominent figure in the Palestinian struggle for self-determination and has spent much of his adult life in political exile.

He has served as a negotiator in numerous peace talks and has been a vocal critic of Israel's policies towards the Palestinian people.

The release comes amid growing international pressure on Lebanon to release Palestinian activists.

Several countries, including the United States, have called on Lebanon to end the detentions.

The PLO said it would continue to advocate for the release of all Palestinian activists detained in Lebanon.

Palestinian leaders have called for international intervention to secure the release of all political prisoners and detainees worldwide.

The release of Erekat is seen as a positive step in the ongoing efforts to end the injustices faced by Palestinian activists in Lebanon and elsewhere.

The PLO said it would continue to work with international organizations and governments to ensure the rights and freedoms of all Palestinian people are respected.

The release of Erekat is a symbol of the ongoing struggle for justice and equality for all Palestinians.

The PLO reaffirmed its commitment to the principles of the United Nations and the international community.

Palestinian leaders have called for the成立 of an independent international tribunal to investigate and prosecute those responsible for the continued detentions and abuses.

The release of Erekat is a step towards achieving justice and accountability for all Palestinian people.

The PLO called on all Palestinian activists and organizations to continue to support and advocacy for the release of all political prisoners and detainees worldwide.

The release of Erekat is a victory for Palestinian rights and a step towards achieving justice and equality for all Palestinians.

The PLO said it would continue to work with international organizations and governments to ensure the rights and freedoms of all Palestinian people are respected.

The release of Erekat is a symbol of the ongoing struggle for justice and equality for all Palestinians.

The PLO reaffirmed its commitment to the principles of the United Nations and the international community.

Palestinian leaders have called for the成立 of an independent international tribunal to investigate and prosecute those responsible for the continued detentions and abuses.

The release of Erekat is a step towards achieving justice and accountability for all Palestinian people.

The PLO called on all Palestinian activists and organizations to continue to support and advocacy for the release of all political prisoners and detainees worldwide.
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Japan PM has hospital check-up amid concerns over possible fatigue

**Reuters**

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has a check-up at his residence after the return from Keio University Hospital in Tokyo, Japan.

**AFP**

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern of New Zealand delays the nation’s election by four weeks, following a spike in the coronavirus, as she embarks on a seven-week lockdown in response to the Ruby Princess cruise ship that left Sydney late last month but was forced to turn back to Australia after health authorities identified two cases of coronavirus from among hundreds of passengers.

**Australian state premiers approve for cruise ship failures after Covid-19 spike**

Smith

Australia announced that four premiers that have merged to try and keep the virus under control.

**Google slams Australia law forcing technology giants to pay for news**

**Manila exits strict lockdown**

**Gulf Times**

P remierdadly Sunday -协同发展 and amid the capital Manila as his government proposed a "pandemic" approach to fighting Covid-19 that includes limited border controls and more targeted self-isolation. Duterte also thanked Russia and China for offering to provide the vaccines for the Philippines.

---

The prevalence of the virus in the southeast of the country, which includes intensified testing, promised a "refreshed" effort to trace Covid-19 patients with the same level of vigilance.

---

Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte yesterday announced the start of the community lockdown in and around the capital Manila as his government proposed a "pandemic" approach to fighting Covid-19 that includes limited border controls and more targeted self-isolation. Duterte also thanked Russia and China for offering to provide the vaccines for the Philippines.

---

The prevalence of the virus in the southeast of the country, which includes intensified testing, promised a "refreshed" effort to trace Covid-19 patients with the same level of vigilance.

---

Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte yesterday announced the start of the community lockdown in and around the capital Manila as his government proposed a "pandemic" approach to fighting Covid-19 that includes limited border controls and more targeted self-isolation. Duterte also thanked Russia and China for offering to provide the vaccines for the Philippines.
**Health**

Spain diagnosed 163 new coronavirus infections in the past 24 hours, the health ministry said on Tuesday, bringing the country’s total down to 2,974 but more than two million people are under quarantine, a COVID-19 infection statistic held up to Monday after it began declining on April 23. Spain’s health authorities said they had identified an additional 216 deaths, taking the total number of deaths on patients who were already hospitalized, recovering, or under observation to 21,920.

**Law and Order**

Shock at policeman’s killing on crowded street

Germany has begun an internal investigation after a woman emerged on social media claiming she found a body with her hands bound loosely around her waist. Police in the city of Lübeck said they were investigating a serious crime in the city of Lübeck. The body was found in the city’s central train station on Monday morning.

**Weather**

New global temperature record set in California

The highest ever temperature recorded anywhere on the planet was set in a California desert on Saturday, with a reading of 54.4 degrees Celsius (130 Fahrenheit).

**Economy**

Argentina presents debt restructuring plan to hold vote

Argentina has presented a new debt restructuring plan to its creditors, offering to lower the interest rate on its bonds and extend the repayment period. The government has said it will not renegotiate existing debt, which it currently owes to more than 1,500 creditors.

**Vigilence**

Attacker torches Guatemalan village

A father and his four children were killed in a fire that broke out in their home in the village of Santo Domingo. The fire, which started in the kitchen, spread to the living room and bedrooms, killing all five people inside.

---

**AMERICA/BRITAIN/EUROPE**

Spreading the Seeds of Hope: A Student's Pledge in the Desert

Avigail Lacatuna, 17, from California, has been spreading seeds of hope in her community by planting trees and creating a green space where she used to live. Avigail's small acts of kindness have inspired others to join her in the fight against desertification.

---

**Reuters**

**Sporadically interrupted and provided an indigenous village in Guatemala that is threatened by drought and deforestation.**

---

**Lukashenko to ‘hand over’ power after referendum**

President Alexander Lukashenko said on Saturday that he would be willing to lead the country after the referendum, which he has called a “terrible situation.”

---

**Spreadsheets to get the best grades.**

A student holds a placard reading “U-turn” as she takes part in a protest against a new examination system. The government has faced criticism for its handling of the exam grades.

---

**Trump defends Postal Service cuts, plans to hold vote**

President Donald Trump said on Saturday that he would be willing to lead the country after the referendum, which he has called a “terrible situation.”

---

**Govt U-turns on school exam grades after uproar**

The government had faced criticism for its handling of the exam grades. The government had promised last week to make it easier for top pupils at schools to get the best grades.

---

**Spreadsheets to get the best grades.**

A student holds a placard reading “U-turn” as she takes part in a protest against a new examination system. The government has faced criticism for its handling of the exam grades.

---

**Dine out scheme lifts hospitality sector**

A government scheme to encourage people to dine out has been a success. It was noted that it had occupied people and helped to keep the hospitality sector afloat.

---

**Sporadically interrupted and provided an indigenous village in Guatemala that is threatened by drought and deforestation.**

---

**Spreadsheets to get the best grades.**

A student holds a placard reading “U-turn” as she takes part in a protest against a new examination system. The government has faced criticism for its handling of the exam grades.
SC defers hearing plea on Rashtriya issue

A top Facebook executive denied on Friday that the social media giant had deleted a post about India’s largest protest, the Shaheen Bagh movement, on the grounds that it violated the company's non-political content policy, as claimed by the government.

A Facebook spokesperson told the apex court on Friday that the post was not political in nature and was not removed.

Social media is playing a crucial role in the ongoing protests against the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) and National Register of Citizens (NRC), with the government accusing the platforms of not doing enough to curb misinformation.

Facebook, which has over 250 million users in India, has been in the spotlight recently for alleged bias towards the government.

The court was hearing a plea from the government seeking a ban on the Shaheen Bagh protests, which have been ongoing since December last year.

The government had earlier approached the apex court seeking a ban on the protests, citing national security concerns.

The court had reserved its order and was due to hear the matter on Friday.

The government had approached the court after the Shaheen Bagh protests had spread to other parts of the country, including Delhi, Mumbai, and Kolkata.

A senior advocate for the government had argued that the protests were being used to spread false information and that the police had evidence of foreign funding.

However, Facebook and other social media companies have denied these claims, saying that they do not remove content based on political leanings.

The apex court had reserved its order on the plea on Friday and was due to hear it on Monday.

The court had also reserved its order on a plea seeking a ban on the use of mobile phones during the protests.

Facebook has faced criticism in India for its alleged bias towards the government, with some allegations suggesting that the company has removed content critical of the government.

The company has denied these claims, saying that it removes content based on its community standards and not political leanings.

The apex court has reserved its order on both pleas and is due to hear them on Monday.
Champions League had materialised and he was looking to fine contract with the club and while he is reported to be “open” to an wins over La Liga winners and 13-times European champions Real confidence in the Spaniard.

tactics in the 3-1 loss to Olympique Lyonnais on Saturday and crossroads.

he has turned down a contract extension and is widely expected to return to Barcelona.

That itself wouldn’t be a problem if City’s hopes in the

after Guardiola masterminded impressive 2-1 home and away results over Real Madrid and 13-times European champions Real

tunes a winning team.

According to Dr. Fakhro, it is important to note that PM may not arrive for all diseases at the same time. “Some conditions, such as chronic lung disease, may not be suitable for PM. The technology, the science, the leadership and vision are all in place. Qatar, the oil rich, has tremendous potential to hold and experience economic paralysis if it doesn’t realize its full potential to achieve sustainable and prosperous development.

In such cases, conventional medical options for patients would be used. But what if the disease is diagnosed with an illness, they are treated with a combination of medications, and so on, until something works. This may be a viable method for some patients, but it is not sustainable for the healthcare system in the long run, especially for patients with chronic conditions such as asthma, diabetes, and cancer that are entirely different story. With such conditions, timing is everything and every day counts for the patient. In many cases, it has been shown that early intervention increases the chances of survival and improves the quality of life significantly.

Thus, the idea of personalized medicine becomes more and more prominent in the healthcare industry. With the advancements in genetics, biology, and technology, scientists are now able to identify the genetic make-up of an individual, understand how the disease affects them, and develop treatments that are more effective and efficient. This approach is known as personalized medicine or precision medicine.

At Sidra Medicine, we have a multidisciplinary team of experts working together to provide personalized care to patients. Our team includes geneticists, oncologists, and other specialists who work together to develop a treatment plan that is tailored to the individual’s specific needs.

To learn more about personalized medicine and how it can benefit you, please visit our website. We are committed to providing the highest quality care and ensuring that every patient receives the best possible treatment. Together, we can make a difference and improve the healthcare system for everyone.

In conclusion, personalized medicine is an essential tool in the fight against diseases. With the advancements in technology and genetics, we are now able to identify the genetic make-up of an individual, understand how the disease affects them, and develop treatments that are more effective and efficient. At Sidra Medicine, we are committed to providing personalized care to our patients and improving the healthcare system for everyone.

For more information, please visit our website or call our helpline. We are here to help you.

Dr. Khalid Fakhro, Acting Chief Research Office, Sidra Medicine

Guardiola has only one left year on his contract with the club.
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Pakistan's Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) has taken strong action against the airlines that had been causing recent delays at the Islamabad International Airport (IIA), and is seeking to ensure that the problem is not repeated.

The CAA said that the airlines involved had not made any genuine efforts to rectify the situation. The CAA also warned that it would take legal action against the airlines if they did not improve their performance.

Meanwhile, the Islamabad Electric Supply Company (IESCO) has said that it has increased its efforts to ensure that there are no further power outages at the airport.

The IESCO said that it has taken several steps to improve the situation at the airport, including increasing the number of staff and equipment, and improving the maintenance of the existing equipment.

The CAA also said that it would continue to monitor the situation at the airport, and would take action against any airlines that failed to improve their performance.

Meanwhile, the Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) has said that it is working to improve the situation at the airport, and has already made significant improvements.

The PIA said that it has increased the number of staff and equipment, and has also improved the maintenance of the existing equipment.

The CAA also said that it would continue to monitor the situation at the airport, and would take action against any airlines that failed to improve their performance.
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Makeover completed on three commercial streets in Muaiather

Unum Al Dome, Al Muaiither and Al Inbbai Streets were opened for traffic after Ashghal completed main upgrades

The Public Works Authority (Ashghal) yesterday announced the completion of the upgrade on Unum Al Dome, Al Muaiither and Al Inbbai Streets as part of the Qetaifan Island project.

The upgrade works included the opening of a new traffic light ring near the intersection of Al Muaither Street and Al Inbbai Street to streamline traffic and reduce the travel time of road users who wish to use either one of the two streets and change courses from either one of the two streets and change to another.

The project engineer Mohammad al-Otaibi, head of the Business Development Department at Ashghal, said: “Together, they serve the needs of many commuters who choose these streets on a daily basis to go to local shops, service centres, public facilities and schools. After having studied the traffic situation in the area, we concluded that the best solution to be applied was to connect the traffic on Unum Al Dome and Al Muaither Street to one-way streets, which has significantly contributed to easing the daily traffic flow.”

He added that Ashghal works to ensure the safety of road users and pedestrians by providing the best realistic image stemming from the Qatari perspective and culture for oil and its historical validity and deliver the best realistic image to ensure the quality of the content and deliver the best realistic image for oil and its historical validity and deliver the best realistic image and its historical validity.

The design is in co-operation with Qatar Museums in order to preserve the quality of the content and its historical validity and deliver the best realistic image and its historical validity and deliver the best realistic image and its historical validity and deliver the best realistic image and its historical validity.

The public works department announced the opening of the two streets and changed the traffic rules and traffic signals at the intersection of Al Muaither North Street until Al Inbbai Street and converting Al Inbbai Street to one-way routes with two lanes, starting from Al Inbbai Street until Al Muaither North Street, he added.

Engineer al-Ateeq pointed out that Ashghal had included Unum Al Dome and Al Muaither streets in a series of local and global partnerships with bodies and institutions interested in art and culture and community participation in the design of the project.

There will be special effects such as 3D mapping, aromatherapy, projection, special lighting, bar, vibrations, lighting, chilling, air conditioning, and providing an exciting and immersive experience for visitors.

The local Qatari components used on the project are 65%.

There is no doubt that adding an edutainment ride located in Al Muaither North Street until Al Inbbai Street and converting Al Inbbai Street to one-way routes with two lanes, starting from Al Inbbai Street until Al Muaither North Street, he added.
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